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End of war and dawn to a new era. 

Year 2009 marked an important year in history of Sri Lanka. The 30-year-old civil war in the north east 
parts of the country ended in 2009 and brought new hope for Sri Lankans in economic prosperity. Up to 
2009, country was parPally engulfed in poverty. Military spending for war was jusPfied as a reason for 
high government expenditure which was accepted by general public. With the end of civil war, president 
Mahinda Rajapaksa and his brother and then defense secretary, Gotabaya Rajapaksa was elevated to 
status of idols among public due to their contribuPon in uniPng Sri Lanka from separaPst. Sri Lankans 
were hopefully expecPng to win the next war against poverty through economic development.   

Immediate post war scenario in the country has shown some promising trends for economic growth. 
AWer 30-year war, the country was peaceful and tourism industry flourished. Many prisPne locaPons in 
the north and east were open to tourists and many Sri Lankan companies and expats (specially the Tamil 
diaspora se.led in western countries) started to invest heavily back in northern regions. This foreign 
investment contributed to development of the region and tourism sector as well. InternaPonal 
development agencies were also in the process of rebuilding the war effected communiPes, thus the 
northern region witnessed rapid development. Sri lanka received a considerable influx of foreign 
exchange from the donor agencies as well.  

Products from ferPle lands in the war-torn regions which were highly suitable for paddy and other 
upland crops were also opened for rest of the country. Following the war, these regions received 
ferPlizer and other inputs as well as a good price from the southern regions. In return, southern regions 
received paddy, chilly, vegetables, pulses and other upland crops from this region easing the pressure on 
goods import and paving the way to self-sufficiency of rice and some other crops. This economic 
development has created a massive economic boom all over the country.  

Rapid infrastructure development and economic miracle?  

Southern regions also witnessed economic developments parallel to this. Tourism sector, apparel 
sectors, IT and business services sectors all over the country witnessed rapid growth. Infrastructure 
development through highways, building new ports, expansion exisPng ports, building new air ports and 
new economic zones started to pop up. As these development projects were being carried on, poliPcal 
hierarchy busied them self in corrupPon through high spending infrastructure projects.  The war victory 
and the economic boom shadowed corrupPon and many underlying problems for many years.  

With Pme, many of these white elephant projects were implemented with the intenPon of high 
spending led corrupPon and as a show piece for economic development where voter base of southern 
poliPcal elite can be pleased. Especially many huge projects were implemented in one of the least 
populated and water scare Hambanthota region, where the poliPcal elite hails from. As these projects 
were assessed to be financially not viable, regular lending agencies such as world bank, ADB and other 
agencies declined to fund. Instead of these agencies, the government obtained necessary funding from 
Chines lending agencies at higher commercial rates, without grace period and lower payback periods. 
This situaPon made a big pressure on finding forex for payback of heavy instalments in following years. 
To earn forex, it needed higher export earnings, for which government has not pay a.enPon to develop. 
Government was in the view that infrastructure development will a.ract tourism and FDI (Foreign Direct 
Investment) and everything will move-on, by an invisible hand. As a temporary measure, government 
kept on obtaining more foreign loans at commercial rate and issuing ISB (InternaPonal Sovereign Bonds) 
to bridge the trade deficit and to repay loans.  
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Few years following the war, poliPcal party that was leading the government wanted to maintain its 
popularity thus keen on showing the public some development miracles. Therefore, main focus of the 
government was made on large scale infrastructure projects, such as highways, ports, parks, conference 
halls, telecommunicaPon towers etc., rather than developing the support services needed for agriculture 
and other industries. The actual need of infrastructure and support service development for economic 
growth was not fulfilled by with the short-term development acPviPes that was implemented. Tougher 
external condiPons for growing loan instalments made the situaPon worst.  

Beginning of economic downturn 

 While the country enjoyed an annual growth rate of 6.4% during 2015, which was well above the South 
Asian peers, Sri Lankas income was at 10.75 Bn USD while the Expenditure stood at 16.95 Bn USD. The 
economic growth the country enjoyed has increased the demand for luxury goods, vehicles, fuel, electric 
appliances, imported food and medicines. Over the period, importaPon bill started to increase, 
increasing the trade deficit gap. However, the GDP which was measured at 80.5 Bn USD in 2015 started 
to stagnate at the same amount over the next few years.   

This situaPon has laid the foundaPon for foreign exchange crisis by year 2015. By that year, many experts 
were warning of the crisis ahead and recommended to take precauPonary measures. New government 
which came in to power aWer defeaPng the former president Mahinda Rajapaksa in 2015 was ardent in 
making Sri Lanka a knowledge-based market economy.  The government which was poliPcally dubbed as 
the “Good governance” government kept forward policy reforms oriented towards more accountability 
and fight against corrupPon. But internal driWs within the coaliPon parPes of the government did not 
make a fruiiul outcome of policy reforms and the same driW has led to the famous “consPtuPonal crisis” 
in 2018.  In the year 2016, the government has applied for IMF facility for USD 1.5 Bn, but realized only 
1.3 Bn USD due to failure of compliance to condiPons a.ached.  In a nutshell, the good governance 
government was also failed in making policy changes towards averPng a financial crisis. The loss of 
credibility from the IMF is felt as recent as 2022 May, where for bailout negoPaPons, IMF was insisPng 
on concreate proofs of policy changes made.    

 These precauPonary measures included some drasPc changes to the exisPng economic policies of the 
government. Afraid to lose the popularity and the hard-earned voter base of the poliPcal party, the 
governments led by both poliPcal coaliPons did not implement these measures and conPnued on same 
policies of subsidizing at public expense. Many of the state enterprises were making heavy losses due to 
these subsidizing policies. The most loss-making government enterprises during 2019 were CPC (Ceylon 
Petroleum CorporaPon), Sri Lanka Airlines, and CEB (Ceylon Electricity Board).  

Year 2020 burst off the financial crisis mainly led by the consequences of global pandemic of Covid-19. 
Travel restricPons imposed between countries have affected the tourism sector which earned USD 4.4 bn 
in 2018. This was a huge blow to the already ailing economy. It was made worst by the extended 
lockdown condiPons in the island which hampered the industrial sector, apparel, agriculture export 
sector. Shipping and freight forward sector globally slowed down, leading to reducPon of some export 
income.  These situaPons led to diminishing foreign exchange receipt form 2020 onwards.  

Things made worst during 2022, where rupee devaluaPon started. ArPficially pegged at Rs. 200 per USD, 
Rupee devaluaPon has sent the USD to Rs. 380.00 range once central bank intervenPons on rupee was 
removed. This situaPon had directly affected the main foreign exchange earner, foreign remi.ance by 
people employed abroad. This foreign remi.ance which was 7.1 bn USD in 2020 showed a significant 
drop over the period. By 2022, the remi.ance drop was so drasPc that 2021 January remi.ance of 675.3 
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mn USD was dropped to 259.2 mn USD in 2022 January. Due to the devaluaPon, a black-market rate 
appeared on informal sources of foreign exchange remi.ance such as Undial/ Hawala. These markets 
paid a premium price of Rs. 40.00 extra for a USD and remi.ance was mainly done through these 
informal sources rather than official banks. This situaPon has aggravated the foreign exchange shortage 
to state thus making it one of the leading causes for the forex crisis aWer 2022 March.    

In 2021, as a soluPon to handle the issues of ferPlizer import bill and ferPlizer subsidy, government made 
a greave mistake of converPng enPre naPon in to an organic farming naPon within a short period. Its 
cascading effects were strongly felt in 2022, paving the way to food crisis. These effects will be discussed 
in greater length in the following chapters.  

2. Organic agriculture sector before agro chemical importa@on ban 

Prominence to healthy food  

At the meanPme, organic agriculture sector has achieved a slow and steady progress over the period. Sri 
lanka had a sustainable farming background disPncPvely evolved for each climaPc background 
separately. Globally renown sustainable farming model “Kandyan Forest Garden” was one famous 
example of adapPng the farming method to suite the climate and ecological condiPons of the 
surrounding. Apart from that, from ancient Pme, the agriculture system has evolved unique farming 
methods to suite the locaPons and to do sustainable farming with minimal external inputs. In the dry 
zone cascade tank irrigaPon system aWer each paddy land, the excess water runoff is collected and sent 
through a forest patch and buffalo wallow where it replenished with nutrients and used in the next 
paddy field. Land use is well divided in to low land and high land agriculture based on to topography and 
soil erosion control consideraPons.  

AWer the green revoluPon which has rapidly changed the farming pracPces in Sri lanka over the 1960’s, 
organic farming as a healthy farming concept slowly started to take shape around 1980’s. Due to various 
factors, a reasonable number of farmers have embraced organic farming as their way of farming, but it 
did not grow as a sector due to limitaPons specialized market for organic products. Towards late 1990’s 
country has started to experience increase in kidney failures among farming communiPes in the dry 
zones. As the origin of its cause was not idenPfied, it was named as CKDU (Chronic Kidney Disease of 
Unknown ePology) and chemical intensive farming was pointed out as the major culprit. Some research 
conducted by local scienPsts in late 2000’s has also pointed out accumulaPon of Cadmium and Arsenic 
found as trace elements in chemical ferPlizer as the major cause, although this claim is sPll debated. This 
situaPon has caused a major uproar in the country on the on chemical intensive farming and bringing 
healthy foods to the forefront. Many consumers started to be concerned on the food they consume,  as 
a result the slogans “Toxic free”, “Healthy food” and “Natural food” started to be used quit oWen. Many 
outlets on these foods started to appear and many consumer iniPaPves came forward to establish a 
proper market and a supply chain for these health and tradiPonal products.  

Organic farming as a poli@cal tool?  

With these sudden growths, came many opportuniPes for the organic sector as well as some threats. 
Unregulated claims of “Toxic free” by market-oriented businesses had the threat of tarnishing the image 
in long run and damaging the growth of organic sector. This concept of going organic and going local / 
tradiPonal has a.racted the a.enPon of anP-imperialisPc and pro naPonalisPc poliPcal groups. One 
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prominent Buddhist monk   with poliPcal ambiPons and naPonalisPc views have started to use the 
organic agriculture concept for advancement of his poliPcal propaganda through his party ‘Hela 
Urumaya”.  His campaign has been supported by professionals with similar naPonalisPc views, and 
medical professionals took the lead as the healthy food is directly related with the kidney disease they 
were concerned of. This unity is one of the major factors that dragged medical professionals in to the 
poliPcal arena and elevated them to the status of being policy advisors to the president on agriculture 
policies. Governments sudden decision to go organic was mainly pushed by these advisory groups which 
is to be discussed in details later on this report.     

The expansion of organic agriculture sector has highlighted some needs to be addressed for further 
growth. One important aspect was regulaPon of organic sector and standards for organic farming. This 
was achieved through establishment of NaPonal Organic Control Unit (NOCU) under the Export 
Development Board in 2014. Main goal of creaPon of this unit was to regulate organic farming, 
processing and cerPficaPon to ensure credibility of Sri Lankan organic products among local and export 
markets. Inline with this, Sri lanka has also established organic agriculture standards ‘SLS 1324: 2018: 
Standard of Requirements for Sri Lanka Organic Agriculture ProducPon and Processing’ in 2018. During 
same period in the Moragahakanda area, government has relocated 2600 farmers to newly established 
land due to construcPon of a reservoir. This new area of 5600 hectares including a tourism zone and 
1441 hectare of culPvaPon land was enPrely dedicated for organic farming making it an exclusive organic 
zone by an extraordinary gaze.e noPficaPon in 2020. This area was promoted for organic culPvaPon 
with an idea of export oriented organic crop producPon.   As per a survey conducted by verité research 
in 2021, 10% of the farming community have not used any chemical for farming out of health concerns 
even before banning of chemical ferPlizers. By 2018, organic agriculture exports from Sri lanka was 
44,300 MT while Sri lanka managing to become 2nd largest organic tea producer and exporter.  Country 
has been witnessing a steady growth of organic export sector where many exporters were finding it 
difficult to cater their export orders due to high export order volumes.  

Things have changed much aWer the decision to go whole country as organic. Many individual Factors 
behind forex crisis and going organic which led to food crisis and their contribuPon to current scenario is 
discussed in details in following chapters.  

Government  decision to ban chemicals and conver@ng the country in to organic farming  

By 2020, government was facing severe foreign exchange shortage for importaPon of essenPal goods. By 
this Pme ferPlizer importaPon stood at 400 mn USD and the ferPlizer subsidy government was bearing 
accounted for 0.24% of the GDP. Due to the forex crisis, making a strong decision on ferPlizer import 
subsidy was seen as inevitable. Most of the intellectuals expected that, government will  liW the subsidy 
and allow the market mechanism to decide the price and amount of ferPlizer to be imported. But, 
president Gotabaya Rajapaksa totally ignoring the recommendaPon of subject experts, took a decision to 
convert the country in to an organic farming naPon, thus eliminaPng the requirement of chemical 
ferPlizer and other agro chemicals importaPon. How president of a country ignored the 
recommendaPons of subject ma.er specialists and pushed forward ideas of some close allies was an 
important lesson to be discussed.  

This situaPon was in the making before president Gotabaya Rajapaksa came in to power. In order to 
bring him to presidenPal seat, one of the main tacPcs used by his poliPcal party is to form a group of 
intellectuals called themselves as “Wiyath maga” (Way of the intellectuals). As president Gotabaya was a 
duel ciPzen holding a US ciPzenship, this group promoted a knowledge-based development for the 
country using his US experience.   
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 To assist that, they promised the country would be guided by the intellectuals rather than the regular 
poliPcians.  Most of these members of the “Wiyath Maga” group were poliPcally moPvated. The 
campaign got so intense, patrioPc and rhetoric, that many true intellectuals, academics and elite 
members of the society found it difficult to raise their voice against many of the government’s decisions. 
These academics and field experts’ views have been counter a.acked and silenced by these poliPcally 
moPvated ‘Wiyath maga” group. Many poliPcally biased media were on the side of ‘Wiyath maga’ and 
their campaign and views became prominent idea of the country. Many of their false ideas were 
generalized to be normal based on being tradiPonal, cultural and patrioPc. In a similar manner, 
tradiPonal farming and tradiPonal foods were elevated to such a great height that, a false picture was 
implanted on possibility of a.aining self-sufficiency of food through tradiPonal farming and chemical 
free farming.  

One of president Gotabaya Rajapaksa’s main advisor from “Wiyath Maga” also the president of GMOA 
(Government Medical Officers AssociaPon), was one of the key people who influenced president on 
making the decision to turn in to organic farming overnight. Out of his scoop of being a medical officer, 
he has outspoken on tradiPonal farming and a prominent member of advisory panels to president 
Gotabaya. Out of desperaPon to find an alternaPve to ferPlizer import bill, these advisors proposed the 
government to turn the country in to a complete chemical free farming naPon. The amount spent on 
ferPlizer subsidy was proposed to be spent on providing organic ferPlizer to farmers in Sri Lankan rupees 
thus saving foreign exchange.  On 2021 May 6th through a gaze.e noPficaPon, the government 
prohibited importaPon of chemical ferPlizer and other agro chemicals paving the way to establish an 
organic farming naPon.  

3. Where we failed?  

Lack of groundwork for going organic  

Decision to go organic was made within a very short Pme frame. At the mean-Pme, people involved in 
implemenPng this policy decision did not had enough understanding of the dynamics of agriculture 
sector and farmers adaptaPon to new technology. Their basic understanding was, ‘if the chemical 
ferPlizer was not available, farmers will turn to alternaPves’. But, the government failed to implement 
the following groundwork before going organic. 

i. Lack of understanding of organic farming concepts – Organic farming follows a complete 
makeover of the land gradually over a period around 3 years. During this period, soil condiPons 
are built to facilitate plant nutriPon. Many integrated pracPces were followed to maintain soil 
ferPlity and pest control. Without understanding these concepts and preparing the ground to 
accommodate them, going organic overnight is meant to be a failure.  

ii. Lack of farmer awareness on going organic – Government failed to provide necessary awareness 
on organic farming and how it is to be done. Either through the agriculture extension service, 
agriculture media outreaches or the mass media, government insPtutes failed to provide enough 
awareness regarding this change. In fact, neither of these government insPtuPons were 
prepared or had necessary informaPon to provide awareness to the public on the first place. This 
lack of awareness was in 2 categories. First, the awareness and knowledge were lacking among 
government agriculture and other higher officers. The second category was lack of awareness on 
farmer level. Responding to a survey in early 2021, only 20% of farmers have informed they have 
received knowledge on transiPoning to organic farming.  
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a. Awareness and knowledge on organic principles and methodologies were minimal 
among the extension service officers, who throughout their career have been trained on 
chemical intensive farming.  These officers have not been given awareness or proper 
training on organic farming methodologies. Only training they have received is on 
composPng and liquid ferPlizer preparaPon. Without proper understanding on the 
principles, the way they demonstrated these methodologies have led the farmers to 
panic on finding raw materials for composPng.  

b. Farmers lack of awareness was one of the major reasons which led the way for the food 
crisis. Without proper awareness, even small-scale farmers who were able to implement 
organic farming was reluctant to try at the beginning.    

iii. Overnight implementaPon without any strategic plan – Going organic was implemented 
countrywide without a strategic plan. None of the government agencies had any clear idea or a 
vision on what is the role expected by them.  

iv. Lack of structured consultaPon with industry experts and not following the important 
recommendaPons received - As the gaze.e noPficaPon banning the importaPon of agro 
chemicals came as a sudden decision, many of the agriculture experts, academics and 
intellectuals have raised their voice to reconsider the decisions including draWed an emergency 
strategic plan as a volunteer measure. But the consideraPons of these draWed strategic plans by 
government and their outcomes were almost nil.      

v. No research and lack of technical knowledge on organic ferPlizer producPon and storage – Over 
the past decade, while there was a trend of organic farming across the globe and the chemical 
ferPlizer prices are predicted to go up, the Government authoriPes responsible for agriculture 
sector have minimal strategic plan for alternaPve arrangements. Research on organic ferPlizer 
producPon, storage and transportaPon was mainly limited to compost producPon. Considering a 
naPonal wide ferPlizer requirement, organic liquid ferPlizer came as a handy opPon as it is 
concentrated and easy to transport in small quanPPes contrast to bulk composts. But there was 
no research done on liquid ferPlizer producPon on industrial scale, storage, transportaPon 
requirements and shelf life. This major fault proved to be catastrophic during the transportaPon 
and storage before distribuPon to farmers as liquid ferPlizer containers (cans) started to explode 
due to fermentaPon. It created huge mess with smelly liquids splashed over all the vehicles and 
agriculture offices where it was temporarily stored. This made a huge displeasure on farmers 
towards organic liquid ferPlizers, and discouraged farmers from adapPng to.   

vi. No proper organic ferPlizer producPon faciliPes to cater the demand – Government did not have 
a plan to cater the demand of organic ferPlizers to the point that, they did not have an esPmated 
requirement on district wise on the first place. Rather than, some rough esPmaPons made by 
officers responsible for sectors, which were based on the average area of culPvaPon, these 
requirements were not gathered at a central coordinaPon point and properly assessed. These 
were basic details needed for planning organic ferPlizer producPon faciliPes on district wise. This 
failure leW the farmers as well as potenPal entrepreneurs bewildered on how to produce and 
which group to target. Many entrepreneurs missed to iniPate compost and liquid ferPlizer 
producPon   to cater to the first culPvaPng season. This situaPon created a lower supply of 
products than the anPcipated amount. Geographic mismatch between the bulk producers and 
farmers ended up involved in heavy amounts being transported across large distance increasing 
the transportaPon cost and cost of compost.  
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vii. Farmers confusion leading to miss the season – Many farmers who were involved in agriculture as a 
part Pme occupaPon awaiPng the situaPon to se.le as the organic farming was something new for 
them. They waited unPl ferPlizer issues were sorted out as there was a general idea that, 
government will cancel the gaze.e noPficaPon allowing chemical ferPlizer importaPon due to 
chaoPc scenario created post-gaze.e noPficaPon period.  They were also awaiPng unPl proper 
organic ferPlizers were available to iniPate farming. But this wait was in vain, as no fruiiul outcome 
came in to affect. UlPmately many of these small-scale farmers either gave up farming in the 
season or started to farm on the tail end of the season where they felt a price increase due to 
shortages.   

Heavy fer@lizer subsidy – Prevented farmers from general adapta@on to current crisis 

Supply of chemical ferPlizer at a subsidized rate has been a popular elecPon slogan among all 
the poliPcal parPes. To win the votes of farming community, this slogan was heavily promoted 
regardless of the party policy. That situaPon was so strongly embedded in the farmers mindsets, 
that when the global ferPlizer prices increased and any ruling government’s decision to reduce 
the ferPlizer subsidy backfired defeaPng the party in the upcoming elecPons.  Due to this reason, 
all governments conPnued to provide chemical ferPlizer at a highly subsidized price. This 
situaPon have made posiPve impacts on crop yield and increased extent of culPvaPon, leading to 
self-sufficiency in paddy and some other corps. But the huge subsidy bill which was Rs. 36 Bn in 
2020 and accounted for 0.24 % of the GDP became unbearable owning to looming financial 
crisis. A gradual phaseout of the subsidy was needed to manage the financial crisis.  

The other major drawback of the subsidy program was that, it’s being a blanket program 
covering the enPre farming sector, it promoted some extent of excessive usage and wastage. 
ConPnuaPon of the subsidy program also prevented adaptaPon of the farming community to 
alternaPve soil nutriPon management programs such as using organic ferPlizer and nutriPon 
management pracPces. This was pracPcally demonstrated following the governments sudden 
conversion to Organic farming policy. The results of paddy yield with organic conversions was 
contrast in 2 agro climaPc regions.  

 There was a paddy yield drop in Dry zone paddy culPvaPng areas with reducPon of chemical 
ferPlizer. Those paddy variePes and the soil types were highly responsive for chemical ferPlizer 
and provided higher yields with them. So, the organic farming programs failed in the dry zone, 
which accounted for the highest extent of culPvaPon as well as highest per capita yield. Farmers 
were using chemical ferPlizers they could obtained through all means with combinaPon of 
organic ferPlizers. SPll, the average yield for 2021 Maha season was 5441 MT / hectare which is 
lower than the average yield for 2019 Maha season at 5511 MT/hectare for Polonnaruwa district 
in dry zone.   But in the case of wet zone, due to soil type and climaPc reasons, paddy was not 
much responsive for chemical ferPlizer and in-fact provided stagnated yields. But applicaPon of 
organic soil nutrient management pracPces along with organic ferPlizers have showed increase 
of yield contrast to chemical ferPlizer usage. This can be a.ributed to organic ferPlizers ability to 
handle iron toxicity which was prominent in wet zone soils. In Kegalle district wet zone, average 
yield for 2021 Maha season is 2991 MT/ Hectare which is higher than the 2019 Maha season 
average of 2882 MT/ Hectare.   

 But this adaptaPon did not take place unPl liWing the blanket applicaPon of subsidized chemical 
ferPlizer.  Similarly, many small-scale farmers culPvaPng other crops also found alternaPve 
ferPlizer adaptaPons due to ferPlizer shortages. This acPon did not take place unPl the 
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subsidized ferPlizer was made unavailable, and the subsidy itself was one of the major reasons 
for inhibiPng early adaptaPons for site specific alternaPve soil nutriPon management pracPces.  

Incompetencies in poli@cal leadership including incompetent and irrelevant ministers   

PoliPcal leadership has failed in understanding complexity of agricultural systems in biological, physical, 
socio ecological and poliPcal interrelaPonships. As farmers are heterogeneous, they work under different 
agro ecological regions, their response to policy intervenPons are in many different ways with mulPple 
outcomes. Given that situaPon, it takes many years (above 5 years) for this heterogeneous system to 
evolve and adapt to any transiPon. This crucial factor was not understood by the poliPcal hierarchy 
which is involved in the policy making process. The poliPcal system was so powerful to silence the 
government officers who are involved in policy making process against expressing their views freely. 
Country has witnessed secretary of ministry of agriculture posiPon (Who is the highest civil servant 
responsible for agriculture decisions) was vacated by 3 consecuPve secretaries owning to the reason 
that, they could not work freely under poliPcal pressure, more specifically the minister of agriculture 
himself. Each secretary held the posiPon for less than 6 months period.  Due to this, country was unable 
to sPck to one policy to be implemented on agriculture sector. Government direcPves and gaze.e 
noPficaPon changes were ad-hoc and frequent over policy changes. Many policy decisions already 
gaze.e and implemented were changed overnight through another nullifying gaze.e noPficaPon 
earning the president a nick name “Reverse Gaze.e President”   

There were several ministers appointed for agricultural sector, with crisscrossing and overlapping 
mandate. Each minister in charge have failed in understanding the interconnecPons among sectors, his 
scoop of work and the holisPc view of the country situaPon. For example, for rice price control there 
were 2 ministers working in different direcPons.  Minister of agriculture worked on providing a high price 
for paddy farmers (and to win the confidence of farming community) while minister of trade was 
working on reducing price of rice which is milled outcome of paddy. Ministers understanding on actual 
problems faced by farming community was minimal.  Response they gave to farmer problems over press 
conference and televised programs were ridiculous and made them a laughing stock. For the surprise of 
many, important poriolios were given to handful of these incompetent ministers while there were many 
competent members of parliament idling due to their lack of internal poliPcal power within the party. In 
other words, even if they were part of government in power, their strength within party internal poliPcs 
plays a major role in serving the country rather than their knowledge and competencies.  

4. Effects of food crisis 

Fuel price increase and fuel shortage – Effect on agriculture, fisheries and transporta@on 

Year 2022 witnessed a sharp increase of fuel price across the globe. This was mainly induced by war in 
Ukraine and the economic sancPon imposed on Russia. Increase in fuel prices was felt across all sectors 
in food supply. StaPng from land preparaPon to harvesPng, running cost of agricultural machineries gone 
up increasing the cost of producPon. This increased cost was reflected in high farm gate price especially 
in the paddy sector. On top of this, increase fuel cost has significantly increased the transportaPon cost 
by many folds. TransportaPon cost induced in food prices increase at consumer level was not only 
confined to locally produced products, but also for imported food items as well.  
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Paddy harvesPng has faced another problem due to fuel shortage. HarvesPng of paddy is mainly done 
using combined harvesters. During harvesPng season, paddy across all the paddy lands are harvested 
within a short Pme span. If the farmer failed to harvest within the correct maturity period, he may face 
crop loss. Farmers also hurry to do their harvesPng before onset of rain as, if he has to face the rain, 
there will be huge crop loss again. Due to these reasons, there is always a rush for hiring the combined 
harvesters during harvesPng season. Fuel shortage has affected this rush in a negaPve way, leaving many 
farmers unable to harvest their paddy within the correct maturity and climate, causing the farmer some 
economic loss and the country some food shortage.  

Fuel price increase has heavily affected the fisheries sector. Fishing vessels, especially mulPday fishing 
boats required high amount of fuel for their operaPon. Apart from the effect of fuel price increase, the 
secondary effect of fuel raPoning due to fuel shortage has affected the fishing boats heavily. During 
shortages, fuel was released only in limited amounts for vehicles, and distribuPon of fuel in cans was 
restricted at local filling staPons. For these mulPday fishing boats which spend around 2 weeks at sea, it 
was usual pracPce to get fuel in barrels and cans up to 600 liters per Pme. During fuel raPoning periods, 
fishing boat owners found it highly challenging to get their barrels filled in front of long queues of 
vehicles which received only maximum of 15 Liters fuel per filling.  This factor limited the number of 
fishing vessels going to the sea and limited the supply of fish to the market, both sending the price up 
and reducing availability of protein source for many.  

Increased food price was one of the main driving forces behind the inflaPon which is esPmated around 
140% at the moment.  

Food scarcity driving demand pull infla@on and increasing food prices  

Food price has seen dramaPc increase thus having a separate inflaPon for food apart from the general 
inflaPon country is facing. This high inflaPon is a result of several disPnct factors working apart such as 
High producPon cost due to high ferPlizer price, lower harvest increasing the unit cost of producPon, 
increased transport cost due to fuel price increase and effect of general inflaPon working along the 
supply chain. Apart from this, these is a remarkable price change observed due to demand pull inflaPon 
effecPng on each food item. This is observed for local products which have short supply chain such as 
egg, jack fruit, bread fruit, cassava, sweet potato, coconut and even for rice during supply shortages.  
Along with the main food item, prices of food subsPtutes also start to increase. For example, increase in 
milk powder price is followed at a similar rate by malted food drinks. Due to increase in demand and 
supply shortages, these food items show sudden price increase leading to inflaPon (which is a demand-
pull inflaPon).  

The change in prices is not uniform all over the country and varies over different parts of the country in 
relaPon to the change of demand. Based on rumors and speculaPons about sudden food shortage, 
proposed price hike, disrupPon in supply chain, fuel shortage and other rumors, market demand for 
products changes suddenly and price changes are observed within in short Pme span as low as 2/3 days. 
Due to rapid increase of price taking place, people just loose the track of price of goods, and start to rely 
on current market price for food without cross reference.  This volaPle situaPon is severe in small villages 
where handful of store owners control the enPre product supply chain and easily manipulate the price 
based on rumors. This situaPon has opened up a black-market economy as well, where products with 
limited supply were hoarded and sold at black market price triggering price escalaPon along the supply 
chain. Rural people with lower access to market fall easy pray for these kinds of market manipulaPon 
draining out their cash and pushing them towards more vulnerable situaPons.   
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Effect to urban and rural communi@es 

Urban community 

The current economic situaPon and the food crisis has highly affected the urban communiPes with 
special effect on low income earning groups. Urban communiPes were the very first group to feel the 
effect to their day to day life as well. With the forex crisis, availability of domesPc gas was started to get 
low from December 2021. In the urban serng where usage of firewood for cooking was impossible due 
to being in flats, closed neighborhoods and dangers associated with open fire, most convenient mode of 
cooking energy was using domesPc gas, followed by electric appliances. But preference for domesPc gas 
usage was high due to high cost associated with electricity consumpPon.   

Once domesPc gas shortage become widespread, many people had to wait for long hours in queue, 
some cases up to 2 days. This had a direct effect on their daily income as most of these urban low-
income earners were living on a meager income they get through their daily basis job.   Due to already 
high living cost in these urban areas, these communiPes have developed a lifestyle where they get their 
either 1 or 2 of their daily meals from cafes and meal outlets which provide breakfast and other meals. 
Usually their breakfast consists of bread, Parota, string hoppers, buns, dosa or any other item they 
purchase form outside vendors. This save them their Pme in gerng ready for work and also comes 
cheap rather than preparing it at home for a small family. Some living in slum and congested areas have 
their all 3 meals in this arrangement. As gas shortage became severe, most of these cafes / food outlets 
closed down their operaPons, reducing access to food for many. Some outlets were funcPoning through 
the gas they have obtained from black market at exorbitant prices, and have increased the price of food 
products by many folds. This situaPon leW these communiPes at a vulnerable stage where their income 
earning capacity was gerng limited, do not have domesPc gas for cooking food at home and food 
outlets for buying food were closed or charging exorbitant prices. Showing anger and frustraPon over 
these issues became common aWer 2022 April as anywhere within Colombo its common to experienced 
sudden protests erupPng blocking the roads and vehicle moments causing hindrance to general public as 
well.   

In Sri Lanka, 18.71 %   of populaPon lives in urban and semi urban areas. These are the community which 
is engaged in non-agricultural occupaPons. Only 9% is reported to have engaged in home gardening in 
urban areas.  During food scarcity and during inflaPon and they are the frontline people who face the 
problem of food insecurity. Especially foods such as vegetables, yams, tuber crops and fruits. They 
frequently face scarcity of these food items due to crisis such as lockdown periods, food transportaPon 
issues due to fuel shortages, strikes and supply chain issues due to other disaster situaPons. InflaPon 
also plays a major role in creaPng food insecurity for them as these communiPes enPrely have to be 
dependent on outside purchase of food and the food price hike reduces their purchasing power.   

Rural and estate community 

Effects of inflaPon and food shortage was felt much later and in much lesser extent to the rural 
community. As they have lower dependency on domesPc gas for cooking, with lower transportaPon 
needs they have felt the pain to lesser extent. Availability of locally sourced foods such as jack fruit, 
bread fruit, yams etc., also helped to ease the pressure of inflaPon. It is reported that 61.5 % of 
households in Sri lanka is engaged in home gardening and out of that, 87.8% is represented by rural 
home gardens.  But all the rural community are not such fortunate. One major issue found in rural areas, 
which is lack of employment opportuniPes, irregular seasonal and lower paying jobs leaves the labor 
group highly vulnerable for price hike of food items.  Only 16% of the sri lanka populaPon is self-
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sufficient in rice, which means they grow their own paddy. Other major porPon of the populaPon, 
including urban and rural are depended on rice purchase for their consumpPon and rice price increase is 
heavily felt to these groups.  

The other sector of populaPon, which is the estate workers sector have a different lifestyle. Even though 
they live in rural areas with least faciliPes, they do not own land, limiPng their opportunity to engage in 
agriculture for food. Only 3.1% of estate sector families reported to have engaged in home gardening. 
Oher specialty of their food pa.ern is that, they are the highest group reported to consume wheat 
products. 86.3 % of Estate sector families have reported to consume wheat contrast to urban group 
which is 45.9% in the second place. This high wheat consumpPon leaves them highly vulnerable for 
wheat price increase due to import shortages and increase in shipping and transportaPon costs.  

Food security 

Some staPsPcal figures are given below to get an idea on situaPon of food security and effects of food 
crisis to Sri Lankan community. These figures were from the 2014 government census and ground 
situaPon has changed for worst during the past 1-year period, pushing the marginal vulnerable groups 
further to the edge.   

• Agriculture sector contribuPon to GDP 2014– 8.36 % 

• Food insecurity 

o Food insecurity - NaPonal level – 10.3% 

o Food insecurity – Urban 9.7% 

o Food insecurity – rural 10.4% 

o Food insecurity – estate 11.5% 

With the current scenario, specific food security effect to urban and estate populaPon is high. But as the 
rural community represent more than 83% of populaPon effect of inflaPon on enPre country  is equally 
severe.  

• Food wise consumpPon 

o Rice consumers – 99% 

o Wheat consumers – 43.6% 

o Consuming bread – 62.3 

o Consuming lenPls – 93.6% 

o Consuming potato – 80.5% 

o Consuming vegetables – 99% 

o Consuming fruits – 80.5% 

o Consuming fresh milk – 6.3 % 

o Consuming milk powder -69.5% 
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o Consuming egg – 60.3% 

o Consuming chicken – 36.2% 

o Consuming fish – 69.5% 

This breakdown represents major food items consumed on daily basis and their consumpPon rate. 
According to this breakdown, rice price increase directly effects 99% of the populaPon as it is their staple 
food. Forex crisis and import limitaPon affects food pa.ern of wheat, bread, lenPls, potato and milk 
powder consumers, with a considerable porPon of imported fruit consumers as well. Its noteworthy to 
menPon that, imported apple and oranges were part of the regular fruit consumpPon diet as they were 
priced on par with local fruits prices.  

• Self-sustainability of food  

o Coconut – 37.2% 

o Rice – 16% 

o Fruits – 24.8% 

o Other pulses – 14.3 % 

o Vegetables – 9.3%  

o Casava/ Sweet potato (Yams) – 23.9% 

o Egg – 8.5 % 

This breakdown gives the self-sustainability percentage of food items. Except rice, all other products 
were grown in home gardens. This gives an indicaPon on components needed for a self-sufficient home 
garden unit including coconut, fruits, vegetables, pulses, yams and backyard poultry for eggs.  

Effects of food crisis on nutri@on  

Food crisis faced is making severe impact on nutriPon of vulnerable groups. Increasing inflaPon has 
affected all levels of daily expenditure. In every family, transportaPon cost of breadwinner of the family 
for work, transportaPon cost of kids going to school, domesPc gas and other uPlity bills has significantly 
affected the disposable income available for food. On the other hand, food prices have increased by 3 to 
5-fold over past 6 months. This situaPon is pushing the households to make raPonal choices in 
purchasing food items. Most of the families have reduced or completely stopped consumpPon of milk 
food, reduced consumpPon of meat products, fruits and highly limited quanPty of vegetables they 
consume. As the cost gets high, peoples raPonal choices are pushing them towards filling their hunger 
rather than focusing on nutriPon. They tend to replace expensive food items such as meat, fish, cheese 
and milk products with cheap food containing more carbohydrate such as rice and wheat products. This 
situaPon is making an impact on nutriPonal status of the family. Some of the damage made are going to 
be permanent as in case of pregnant and lactaPng mothers, infants and kids etc.,  

A doctor from the state children cancer hospital “Apeksha hospital” shared with media an alarming 
situaPon he has found in his paPents. Out of 50 children he has surveyed in the hospital, 15 children are 
found to be under acute malnutriPon. Due to financial constraints, hospital food program had to reduce 
its food quality and long-term paPents were thus affected. Apart from the hospital, similar situaPon can 
be expected all over the lower income families due to high price of protein and other nutriPous foods.  
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High prices of milk products are a.ributed to forex crisis and high exchange rate as milk powder, cheese, 
bu.er and other milk products were mainly imported while local producPon being a small percentage. 
At the meanPme, price of local products is always kept in par with imported product price, giving no 
price advantage to consumers. Price of poultry products and egg has gone up due to increased price of 
imported raw materials (wheat bran) used for chicken feed.  

Paddy sector  

Effect of chemical ferPlizer ban was first felt and challenged by the paddy sector. It was the paddy 
farmers who iniPated the first protest against the government due to the chemical ferPlizer shortage. As 
paddy was a short-term crop (only 3 months) its response to chemical ferPlizer is high (Especially In the 
dry zone). If the farmer failed to apply chemical ferPlizer at the prescribed short intervals, the loss on 
crop yield is significantly high. Sudden ban on chemical ferPlizer as well as agro chemicals used for pest 
control leW the farmers in a confused state on how to perform the farming acPviPes they were used to. 
This panic has leW some of the farmers to miss the culPvaPng season leading to reducPon in extent of 
culPvaPon.  

The lower extent of culPvaPon and lower yield have reduced the paddy harvest. But the lower yield has 
created a demand for paddy increasing the price. Due to this reason, farmers were able to obtain much 
higher economic return in the 1st season. High price pushed all the farmers to conPnue farming during 
the 2nd season. Also as they can expect high price, farmers were willing to pay exorbitant prices for black 
market chemical ferPlizer. This has created a huge black market for hoarded chemical ferPlizer. (By the 
Pme government-imposed ban on chemical ferPlizer importaPon, there was imported ferPlizer already 
enough for 1 more year) Immediately with  the ban, many wholesalers have hoarded chemical ferPlizers 
and those were slowly released to the market following the price increase. This ferPlizer price increase 
again reflected in the increase of paddy price triggering a price increase along the food chain.  

Conversion of paddy in to edible rice involves the process of rice milling. Rice milling was done by millers 
across the country, but over the past 2 decades, the major controlling stake in paddy milling process 
came in to the control of 4 market players. All these 4 private millers (namely brands Araliya, Nipuna, 
Rathna and New Rathne) were located in the Polonnaruwa district which is centrally located to major 
paddy producing area of the country. Their combined financial and storage capability of buying and 
storing major porPon of enPre paddy harvest of a season puts them in s monopolisPc posiPon to decide 
the price of this staple food. With each season, there used to be a fresh round of rice price hike. 
Currently price hike has frequented and well-orchestrated that, these 4 market players create arPficial 
demand and panic by regulaPng rice flow to the market and creaPng price increase.    Due to 
combinaPon of above producPon cost based, inflaPon based and market forces-based factors, rice price 
has been moving in an increasing trend. As rice was the staple food in the country, its increase 
significantly contributes to the inflaPon calculated.  

When the president Gotabaya came in to power in 2019, one of the first things he tried as a president 
was to intervene in to rice price mafia that was in place. This was done to the extent that, army officers 
were involved in the process of paddy data collecPon and imposing control over the wholesale and retail 
markets. Government officers have raided the large-scale paddy stores to push these monopolisPc 
companies to send their paddy stocks to the market which was televised to the enPre naPon. But these 4 
market players were smart enough to play along and to keep hold on their posiPons, sending the officers 
on a goose hunt along the paddy supply chain. The chase ended without and final responsible group or 
any other fruiiul outcome. During this fiasco, the enPre country has observed how governments 
approach was failed miserably and how they become helpless when it come to price control of staple 
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food. This situaPon has given almost a legiPmacy for these monopolisPc market players over the price 
control on rice.  

Vegetables, fruits, pulses 

During the Pme of preparaPon of this report, producPon data was available only up to 2022 March in the 
Hector Kebbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training InsPtute (HARTI) monthly food informaPon 
bullePn. As a reference year, 2019 was selected as 2020 and 2021 producPon situaPon was skewed due 
to covid 19 restricPon related producPon issues. Considering the vegetable producPon volumes 
compared with 2019 March, 2022 has reported increased producPon levels despite chemical ferPlizer 
issues. Main jusPficaPon that can be made regarding this is that, limited stocks of chemical ferPlizers 
were available by the Pme of chemical ferPlizer ban in 2021 May. With the ban, a scarcity was created 
sending the price up. Due to scarcity and high price of chemical ferPlizers and availability of government 
provided organic ferPlizers, farmers have been using both. It is a well-established scienPfic fact that, 
chemical ferPlizers used combined with compost and other soil condiPoning organic ferPlizers will 
increase the yield. This is the conclusion that can be made from the current data available and this claim 
has to be further verified in detailed research over culPvaPng seasons in the future. This observaPon was 
also contrast to the farmer survey results conducted (by verité research) soon aWer the chemical 
ferPlizer ban was imposed. For the survey, 85% of the farmers responded an expectaPon of yield 
reducPon and half of them feared crop loss up to 40%.  

Paddy variePes currently culPvated are specially developed high chemical responsive and high yield 
variePes. That was evident with the reducPon of paddy yield by considerable level from 2.901 mn MT in 
2019 to 2.314 mn MT in 2022. 

 Only red onion has shown reducPon yield which is a staggering 15,000 MT. This is mainly due to lower 
extent of culPvaPon.  But all the other crops have remarkable increase in yield, by means of expanded 
culPvaPon extent as well as yield improvement with combinaPon of chemical and organic ferPlizer 
usage. Fruits export volume has increased by 160% during the period.  

Tea 

Crop 2019 March (Yala) MT 2022 March (Yala) MT

Paddy 2.901 mn 2.314 mn

Green chilli 36,228 37,151

Red onion 38,798 23,079

Potato 36,586 38,930

Green gram 4,762 6,290

Cow pea 6,064 6,255

Up country vegetables 219,832 246,679

Low country vegetables 245,306 299,166

Fruits (Export) 832 1,338 
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Sri lanka produced around 300 mn kg tea per year with an export revenue of 1.25 bn USD. According to a 
survey conducted by verité research, 89% of tea lands within Sri Lanka (Estate sector and small holder) 
depend on chemical ferPlizer for their tea lands. In a similar survey, estate sector managers have 
responded they are experiencing up to 40% yield drop due to ferPlizer ban. Small holder tea land owners 
have reported yield loss of around 30% during the survey. But the made tea producPon figures from 
2007 to 2021 do not show any change in yield. May be this is due to availability of ferPlizer stocks at the 
estates, but the period from 2022 January to April have reported lower than average yield showing that 
yield loss is taking place.  

InternaPonal tea price remained floaPng around the same range for the past few years, but the rupee 
depreciaPon had a posiPve effect on the price paid to tea leaves. Price of raw tea leaves which were in 
the range of Rs. 100.00 during 2019 was being paid above Rs. 230.00 during 2022 May. This situaPon 
was a relief to small holder tea farmers to compensate some yield loss and against inflaPon.  

Export agriculture crops 

Export agriculture sector, represented by cinnamon, pepper, cloves, nutmeg, vanilla and cardamom were 
the only sector to perform well during the crisis period. Main reason for that was, they were being 
independent of chemical ferPlizer requirement for culPvaPon and higher price received at the export 
market due to depreciaPon of rupee. In fact, only the export agricultural crops acted as a be.er 
investment against the inflaPon. Many entrepreneurs were observed to be invesPng in culPvaPon and 
expansion of cinnamon during the 2020 /2021 period.   

Green houses and protected agriculture 

Protected agriculture/ greenhouse technology has received significant interest during 2019/ 2021 period 
due to high export and local market demand for some specific crops such as MICH chilli, Muria capsicum, 
bell pepper, tomato and green chilli. Cleaner and eye catching crops produced in green houses fetched 
high market price. Crop producPon under protected agriculture technology increased yield by 2 to 4 
Pmes higher than the normal condiPons. Due to this reason, it was accepted as an easy way of 
culPvaPng crops which can be managed using low human labor. High cost of establishment was also able 
to be recovered within 3 seasons due to high price and high volume of producPon.  

But these protected agricultures needed chemical ferPlizer for plant nutriPon when operated in 
commercial scale. Chemical ferPlizer ban imposed proved to be a disaster for this sector as the high 
intensity input needed were abruptly stopped leaving the plants to get stunted in the green houses. 
Many enterprises which has ventured as recently as 2020 were leW unable to recover their investment 
due to sudden fall of the sector. As this was a new sector, there were no data available on crop 
producPon for further analysis of effects of chemical ferPlizer ban.  

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 J a n - A p r 
2022

To t a l t e a 
produc@on 
(MT)

307,080 303,843 300,134 278,489 299,338 86,232
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5. Recommenda@ons and op@ons for way forward 

Strengthening small scale farmers  

As per the 2014 census, total of 4,302,214 operators were engaged in agriculture. Out of this 66% was 
having a land extent of less than 2 acres thus considered small scale farmers. Again, out of the total 
operators, 46.1% was having a land extent of less than 40 perch (1/4th of an acre) which falls within the 
category of home gardens. Once taken the home garden sector out, the operators having more than 40 
perch and have also disclosed that, 33% of them produce for consumpPon and 67% produce mainly for 
sale. Based on these figures, it can be easily understood out of total agriculture producers, 63.8 % is 
mainly producing for consumpPon (substance farmers), while remining 36.2% is the market-oriented 
producers. Number of home garden owners were reported to be 61%. Even though the number of 
market producers are low, the land extent they represent is high, thus they were able to produce surplus 
amounts supply to the enPre country and for export.  

Considering these figures, the best soluPon for improving food security is to strengthen home gardening 
sector as a larger percentage of the populaPon was engaged in some kind of home gardening.  
Strengthening the home garden sector provides soluPon to ferPlizer shortage as well. as the small-scale 
farming is easy to be adapted to organic farming condiPons, where organic ferPlizers and pesPcides can 
be prepared from locally available materials, including crop waste and kitchen waste.  

The staPsPcs demonstrate only the agriculture operators with less than 40 perch land at 46.1 %. There 
are sPll a large number of families that have small land parcels and not engaged in any agricultural 
acPvity aimed even at fulfilling own consumpPon needs. Following that, there comes the urban 
community with where land extent is not included in staPsPcs, but are capable of implemenPng urban 
gardening techniques   within the space available. Taking in to account all these groups together, the 
home gardening can be a permanent game changer in the process of achieving food sovereignty.   
Possibility of local sale of excess products, reduced need of long-distance transportaPon to tackle high 
transportaPon costs, reducPon of food waste along the supply chain and reduced post-harvest loss due 
to harvesPng of only the needed amount are some other soluPons home gardening offer to the 
problemaPc food sector.   

Cashing on the community exposure and experience obtained on organic farming 

Sri lanka iniPated the organic farming policy in 2021 May due to lack of foreign exchange to import 
chemical ferPlizer and being unable to offer ferPlizer subsidy. But 1 year later, when the chemical 
ferPlizer ban was liWed, global scenario has been changed where chemical ferPlizer price has sky 
rocketed within a very short period. 1 Metric ton of Urea which was at 330 USD in 2021 May was traded 
at 925 USD during 2022 April tripling its price within 1 year. Increase in global shipping cost will also add 
to this, further increasing the price. It is further predicted that there would be severe ferPlizer shortage 
in the near future and price change would be unpredictable high.   Regardless of the government policy 
to go organic, this situaPon makes the farming a costly profession. Despite high cost, farming has climaPc 
and other uncertainty associated making it risky business. The raPonal choice farmer has to make is to 
turn his farm in to a sustainable low external input model. The 1-year experience obtained in organic 
farming proves valuable in this exercise.  

Chemical ferPlizer scarcity created during the 1-year period compelled the farmers to pracPce their 
farming acPviPes with locally made organic ferPlizers. The need to find alternaPves due to scarcity has 
led farmers themselves looking for alternaPves, learn from their peers, try out alternaPves and share 
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success stories among them. This necessity-oriented learning process made a good foundaPon for 
improving their farms over the successive seasons. Similar changes were observed among the agriculture 
officers’ level, where they have ventured in to learning process and provided pracPcal advice and 
trainings. Due to the market demand, some entrepreneurs have ventured in to organic ferPlizer 
producPon within villages increasing access to ferPlizer. The experience obtained over the past year has 
shown that, using organic ferPlizers as a soil condiPoner can enhance the soil and effecPvely improve 
responsiveness to chemical ferPlizers and increase the yield. Meanwhile some key farmers in villages 
have mastered the art of organic farming earning the Ptle of being village model farms. These were 
some of the posiPve changes observed during the 1 year of going organic.  

To face the future chemical ferPlizer price crisis, it would be best to cash on the organic farming 
experience obtained to implement low external input based sustainable farming models across all 
possible small-scale farms and home gardens.     

Establishment of na@onal organic agriculture research, training and promo@on ins@tute 

Increasing trend of agriculture input prices clearly demonstrate requirement of local input soluPons for 
strengthening agriculture sector. Organic farming, permaculture, agroforestry and bio intensive farming 
are some of the sustainable farming methods that use local inputs and ecological condiPons for crop 
producPon.  More or less, many of these farming methods fits in to the broad definiPons of organic 
farming, thus considered branches of organic farming. As lack of proper knowledge on organic farming 
among the farming community as well as the agriculture officers’ levels was idenPfied as a major 
drawback for failure in going organic, a centralized training center is observed as essenPal.  

Government officers and farmers have understood organic farming basically as a process which replace 
chemical ferPlizer with compost/ liquid ferPlizer and avoiding using pesPcides. But the real organic 
farming process has much deeper roots in connecPng with ecology and natural processed where farmer 
have to understand how each and every acPon he takes will enhance or degenerate the natural process. 
Knowledge that key players in the farming sector missed was principles of organic farming, Living soil, 
Soil health and soil enrichment, Natural processes and sustainable farm pracPces, integrated pest 
management and RegulaPons of organic farming in a structured way. Without understanding these 
concepts and methodically developing the farm accordingly, producPve results of organic farming can 
not be expected.  

Lack of understanding of these concepts among government agriculture officers and their inability to 
guide the farmers on a proper path was a primary reason for failure and lack of understanding among 
farming community on these principles was the secondary level reason for failure. The NaPonal training 
center on organic farming will act as a one stop soluPon center for providing structured trainings to all 
levels of agriculture sector from policy making to farmer level. To achieve this, center has to do mulPple 
roles of conducPng organic farming research, knowledge hub, training center and organic farming 
promoPon center.     

This training center should conduct necessary research on soluPons for burning issues of farmers, such 
as  

• Easy methods of ferPlizer producPon, and different raw materials for different geographic 
regions 

• Liquid ferPlizer producPon, EM (EffecPve microorganisms) culture 
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• Storage methods of solid and liquid ferPlizer, their quality changes over Pme and methodologies 
for increasing shelf life 

• Organic pesPcides and controlling other agents, methods, cultural pracPces 

• Management pracPces for yield enhancement 

• Methods of resource recycling within a farm and farm sustainability 

• Water use efficiency  

Not only confined to its own research, this center should be a place where indigenous knowledge and 
farmers own experience/ research is collected for review, verificaPon and made available for wider use. 
Since crop related culPvaPon, management and pest control pracPces can vary across different 
geographic and climaPc regions, organic agriculture pracPces applied also varies. CollecPon of 
indigenous knowledge and farmers experience provide huge leap through in farmer knowledge building.  
Along with this research and knowledge gathering, there should be an established efficient knowledge 
sharing and extension mechanism to disseminate this knowledge as well as to promote organic farming.  

Looking at the broader picture, Sri Lanka by cashing on the organic farming iniPaPve already made and 
invesPng further on developing the sector, can be promoted as an agro tourism desPnaPon for the 
worlds growing organic farming enthusiasts. To a.ain that, a naPonal level training and research center 
on organic farming can be a great foundaPon. Elevated to the level of having a panel of lecturers and 
status to offer cerPficate course / diploma in organic farming, this center can be promoted as an 
internaPonal training center among internaPonal community (farmers, entrepreneurs and others) who 
are keen on learning organic farming.   

Small scale protected agriculture models for urban farming 

In journey of achieving food sovereignty among all layers of the people,  urban community represents an 
important part which has to be considered with much emphasis. During all the crisis periods, agriculture 
extension services and agricultural programs in media have highlighted and provided important Pps in 
urban gardening. Most of these gardening techniques promoted are focusing on low space agriculture 
such as planPng in pots, verPcal gardens etc.,  

These techniques have been followed by many, but effecPveness and conPnuaPon of these urban 
farming remains low.  Major reason for that situaPon is that, many people who are engaged in other jobs 
have iniPated po.ed farming during crisis periods and especially when the climaPc condiPons are 
favorable for farming. As Pme goes on, where both husband and wife are employed amount of Pme they 
get to a.end to these plants gets limited. Especially when climaPc condiPons are not favorable, these 
plants do not get the care it needs. During dry periods, and especially day Pme, these po.ed plants do 
not get watered frequently and once the water in the pot dries the plant get wilted and damaged. 
Similarly, during wet seasons, these plants get too much water filled in the pots and gets damped and 
damaged. As these pots hold limited amount of soil, the a.enPon required is much higher than the level 
that can be given by working couples.  Once these hard-established plants have died halfway in their life 
cycle, these people get discouraged and do not conPnue the farming acPvity.  

 Therefore, there is an idenPfied need to introduce small scale protected agriculture units in to the urban 
garden model with simple drip irrigaPon technique, which is easy to maintain. The model should be 
simple with least maintenance where the any person can check the watering situaPon even during night 
Pme. Protected agriculture unit with a UV resistant polythene, the structure and drip irrigaPon system 
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using small drippers or plasPc bo.les can do the trick. To keep the cost minimal, the model can be 
prepared used recycled materials. With the protected agriculture unit, it will minimize the plants shock 
to sudden climaPc changes during the day Pme and allow the household owner to adjust to changes 
gradually. The other major advantage observed in the protected agriculture unit is that, with be.er 
humidity and controlled condiPons, crop producPon is increased by 2 / 3 folds fulfilling food needs 
within a limited space as well as keeping the interests of the household owner towards conPnuaPon of 
the farming acPvity.   

Educa@ng on being crea@ve with food 

During the food crisis, one major problem parents face is balancing the food expenditure and nutriPonal 
requirements. This problem becomes severe if there are small kids at home. To handle this problem, 
parents have to find creaPve ways with food, to make them more appePzing. There are many 
underuPlized and nutriPonally valuable food found in abundance. ProducPon and promoPon of these 
food preparaPon techniques in short video clips and making them available over mass media and social 
media will provide some Pps for parents to provide more nutriPous food in an economical way.  

Advocacy on agriculture intellectuals, academics to be impar@al on poli@cal views, to raise 
their voice to food sovereignty, country and its people 

Silence of intellectuals and their inability to raise their voice and concerns over ma.ers of naPonal 
interest was one main reason leading the country towards this food crisis. There should be a proper way 
to communicate their concerns in a way that is well heard and ideas were incorporated. To achieve this, 
these intellectuals should unite poliPcal imparPality.   There should be some advocacy programs to bring 
imparPal agriculture intellectuals working on a goal towards food sovereignty.  

Improving cable farming at small scale 

ImplemenPng small scale ca.le farming units at villages can be a soluPon to many problems faced. It can 
fulfil local need of fresh milk, organic ferPlizer (cow dung, ca.le urine), can be used to produce bio gas 
providing a soluPon for domesPc gas shortage and source of meat.     

Strengthening home garden crop diversity 

Strengthening home with crop diversity can increase resilience of the home garden to long term crisis 
periods and can be a source where it can provide balanced nutriPon.  

Reducing post-harvest loss and transporta@on loss 

 ImplementaPon of programs towards good pracPces of harvesPng and transportaPon to reduce 
postharvest loss and transportaPon loss will make more food available for consumpPon.  

Promo@on of backyard poultry farming 

As many protein sources are gerng expensive, eggs can be named as a cheap and easy protein source. 
PromoPon of backyard poultry programs can cater both egg and chicken requirement at local level. 
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